Nitric Acid Temperature from Heat Exchanger T3(+ 1) (see system digraph in [2, Fig. 3, ) is given in fig. 3 . The identification number for each basic event is shown on the fault tree in fig. 3 identical min cut sets provided that the use of the XOR operIn most other techniques, these relationships must be inferred ator is dropped in the LP synthesis algorithm.
from the system schematic and event descriptions in the fault 4. The simplified operator can be used to describe failure tree. Hence, I feel that fault trees generated from digraphs of a simple NFBL and cannot be used to describe failure of 1) give more information than fault trees generated from any nested NFBLs or 2) multiple NFBLs affecting the same variothe technique. An important aspect of fault tree analysis is able.
the ability to display the analysis to others.
5. I found through my experience in teaching fault tree courses that course participants readily understand the relationale behind the logic of the simplified operator. They fmd 3. ACKNOWLEDGMENT it an easy process of searching the NFBL on the digraph and providing the inputs to the fault tree shown in fig. 1 Reliability,vol R-26, 1977 Dec, p 316.
As suggested by Lapp & Powers [7] , the loops were found Reliability,vol R-26, 1977 
